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RESUMO

Discutimos neste trabalho a teoria diagramética de isotopias de nés em di—

menséo 4. Uma superficie em IR4 é projetada em urn espago tri—dimensional e a
imagem em IR3, por sua vez, é genéricamente projetada num plano. As singula—

ridades desta projegéo no plano szio acompanhadas, enquanto a superficie em IR4

varia isotbpicamente. Uma lista finita de movimentos locais do conjunto singu—

lar, que podem ser usados para conectar quaisquer dois nés isotépicos é também
apresentada.

A nogéo de projegéo de isotopias pode ser usada para dar uma descrigéo com-
binatéria de nés em 4—espago, que é suficiente para aplicagéo categéricas. Nesta
descrigéo, superficies em 4—espago séo representadas como seqiiéncias de palavras
cm sfmbolos, e existe uma liéta completa de movimentos entre tais seqfiéncias
que relaciona as representa§6es simbélicas de nés isotépicos.
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Abstract
We discuss the diagrammatic theory of knot isotopies in dimension 4. We project

a knotted surface to a 3—dimensional space and arrange the surface to have generic
singularities upon further projection to a plane. We examine the singularities in this
plane as an isotopy is performed, and give a finite set of local moves to the singular set
that can be used to connect any two isotopic knottings.

We show how the notion of projections of isotopies can be used to give a combi-
natoric description of knotted surfaces that is sufficient for categorical applications.
In this description, knotted surfaces are presented as sequences of words in symbols,
and there is a complete list of moves among such sequences that relate the symbolic
representations of isotopic knotted surfaces.

*MRCN: 57Q45
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1 Introduction
Algebraic and categorical descriptions of knot diagrams have played key roles [29] in clas-

sical knot theory since the discovery of the Jones polynomial [14]. In higher dimensions,

diagrammatic descriptions of knotted surfaces that generalize classical knot diagrams, their
Reidemeister moves, and braid theories have been made by several authors [16, 15, 4, 26, 32].

The purpose of this paper is to give algebraic and categorical interpretations of knot diagrams
in dimension 4. .

We remind the reader of the papers by Fischer [10] and Kharlamov-Turaev [18]. In

Fischer’s thesis, the axioms of a certain type of 2—category are given. In these axioms

some obvious relations are pre-supposed. In [18] the problem of composition is discussed
in relation to these axioms. Meanwhile, Baez and Neuchl [1] have given a definition of a
braided monoidal 2-category that serves as an alternative to the Kapranov-Voevodsky [17]

axioms. Moreover, they have constructed a 2-categorical analogue of the quantum double [9].

For further studies of categorical structures of knotted surfaces, we need to have moves that
explicitly include a height function in each still of movie descriptions of knotted surfaces.

Recall that catcgorical/ algebraic descriptions for classical knots were obtained by fixing
a height function on the plane into which a given knot is projected (this will be reviewed in

Section 2). In this case, the three Reidemeister moves were augmented by two moves that
take into consideration the height function of the plane.

For knotted surfaces a movie description is obtained when a height function is fixed on

the 3—space into which a given knotted surface is projected. The height function is regarded
as the time direction in the movie. We [3, 4] generalized the Reidemeister moves for knotted
surfaces that were obtained by Roseman [26] to the case when there is a height function in

3-space. This generalization will be reviewed in Section 3.3.2.

To obtain categorical/algebraic descriptions of knotted surfaces, we will fix a height
function on each cross section (called a still of a movie), and we will diagrammatically
describe the interchange between distant critical levels of the height function. In this case
the diagrammatic changes that occur between stills have more variety as do the diagrammatic
moves that describe the isotopies.

1.1 Organization. The paper is organized as follows.

In section 2, we discuss the classical Reidemeister theory of knot diagrams. The set of
Reidemeister moves must be augmented when a height function is fixed on the plane into
which a knot is projected. In the classical case, we have three types of moves to diagrams:



(1) those that change the topology of the underlying graph (these are the Reidemeister

moves); (2) those in which the topology of the underlying graph is unchanged but the
local configuration of crossings and critical points of the height function changes; (3) those

that involve interchanging distant critical points. Each of the diagrammatic moves can be

interpreted cinematically as the local picture of a surface in 4-space.
In section 3, we develop the known theory of knotted surface isotopies in analogue to the

classical theory. The moves to diagrams are the Roseman moves; these affect the topology
of the underlying diagram. Then we project a knotted surface diagram to a plane to obtain
a chart description (in the sense of Kamada) of the surface. We list a sufficient set of

moves to charts in Theorem 3.2.3. The moves to diagrams on which a height function is

fixed are the movie moves of [3, 4]. The moves to diagrams on which a height function is

fixed in each still form an augmentation to the set of movie moves. In Section 3.5, we give

a combinatorial description of the knotted surfaces and their equivalences that should be

suitable for categorical applications.
In section 4, we show how to prove that each of the lists that have been compiled form a

sufficient set of moves as the diagrams become more restricted. The idea of the proof is to

interpret each of the moves as a codimension 1 singularity and then to use singularity theory
to classify these.

In section 5, we give an overview of the 2-categorical structure that will arise from the

description given here. The axiomatization of this structure is being worked out by Baez
and Langford.

1.2 Acknowledgements. We are grateful for discussions with John Baez, Ton Marar,
David Mond, and Jacob Towber. Maria Ruas provided key calculations in Section 3, and
also had insightful comments for us. The first named author is grateful for a Faculty Support
and Development Grant from The University of South Alabama, a grant from FAPESP for

support while visiting ICMSC—USP, and a grant from the National Security Agency. The
second named author is grateful for a grant from FAPESP. The third named author is grateful
for a Research and Creative Scholarship Grant from the University of South Florida.

2 The classical theory of knot diagrams and Reide—

meister moves
We discuss the Reidemeister moves, their algebraic interpretation, and their interpretation
as local pictures of surfaces embedded in 4-dimensional space.
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Figure 1: Reidemeister moves and surfaces.

2.1 Classical knot diagrams. A classical knot is an embedded circle K : S1 —> R3 in 3—

space. The image K (S 1) is projected generically into a plane H2. The projection is generic in

the sense that a finite number of transverse intersections of arcs occur, and these intersections

are isolated double points. The three elementary Reidemeister moves are exemplified in the

top three pictures of Fig. 1 with one possible choice of crossing indicated in the figures. (We

leave the reader to draw the other choices of crossings.) The Reidemeister moves are moves

to knot diagrams — projections of knots into H2 that have crossing information indicated

at the double points. These moves can be considered as surfaces properly mapped into
H2 x I by regarding the strings to trace out a continuous surface as they move in H2 x I.
The boundaries of the surface at ll2 x {0} and H2 x {1} are strings before/after the move

respectively. The intersection of the surface with an interior plane, say H2 x {1/2}, contains

a singularity or a Morse critical point of the self intersection of the surface.
The singularity is a branch point if the corresponding Reidemeister move is of type I, it

is a point of tangency of the double point curve if the move is of type II, and it is a triple
point if the move is of type III. Figure 1 illustrates this relation.

2.2 Reidemeister moves with height functions. In this section we review how height
functions were used in classical knot theory to obtain categorical/ algebraic descriptions.

Consider a classical knot, K : S1 —> R3, a generic projection, pl : S1 —> H2, and the
corresponding diagram D. In the plane If2 we choose a projection, p2 : H2 —> L, onto a
line, L, such that the composition g = pg 0 pl 0 K satisfies the following general position
assumption:

1. The critical points of 9 are all Morse singularities and they each occur at distinct levels.



A height direction

Figure 2: A knot diagram with a height function.

Figure 3: Additional Reidemeister moves with height functions.
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2. The crossing points of pl project to distinct levels and these levels are" distinct from
the critical levels of g.

In this case Morse critical points are maximal and minimal points. A knot diagram with
such a projection pg is illustrated in Fig. 2. The following result is well known:

2.2.1 Theorem. Two knot diagrams with height function are isotopic if and only if one can
be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of the Reidemeister moves that are illustrated
in Fig. 1, the moves illustrated in 3, the variants of these figures obtained by other choices

of crossing, their mirror images with respect to the horizontal and vertical axes, and moves
in which the relative heights of distant critical points are interchanged.

Next we review how this theorem has categorical interpretations.

2.3 Categorical interpretations of knot diagrams. A strict braided monoidal category
is a category C that satisfies the following conditions:

1. There is a covariant functor
® : C x C —) C.

2. There is a distinguished object, 1, such that

(a) for any object V e objC

V (8) 1 = V = 1 (8) V,

and

(b) for any morphism f : V —-> W

f®id1 =id1®f=f-

3. There is a natural family of isomorphisms

R:V®W—)W®V

such that
RU,V®W : (idv ® Raw) 0 (Ruy ® ldW)

and

Rum/w 2 (Raw ® idv) 0 (idu ® Rv,w)~



One can show that the braiding, R, satisfies the Yang-Baxter condition:

(idw 69 Roy) 0 (Raw ® idv) 0 (“U ® Rv,w) = (RV,W ® idU) ° (idv ® Raw) 0 (Roy ® idw)-

The category is said to be pivotal if it satisfies the following conditions: For each object
V there is a dual object V* and morphisms

bv : 1 —+ V (8 V“

and
dV:V*®V—>1

such that
(idv ® dv)(bv ® idv) = idv,

(dv ® ldv~)(ldv~ ® bv) = idV‘)

(1U ® dv)(RU,v. ® 1V-) = (av e 1U)(1v- ® Ruy)

as maps U 69 V (8 V* a U. We assume that V“ : V, and the composition

(Idgdv) O (RV’VOc ® idvn) o (idvoo ® bV)

gives the identification.
As in [29], for example, the axioms for a braided monoidal category have graphical

interpretations that correspond to the Reidemeister moves — or conglomerations thereof.
The graphical calculus pictures in [29] indicate the interpretations that we summarize. The

map R corresponds to a crossing, the map b corresponds to a minimum, and the map
d corresponds to a maximum point of the diagram. Arcs in the diagram'that have no
critical points, correspond to identity mappings. The Yang-Baxter relation corresponds to
the Reidemeister type III move. The invertibility of R corresponds to the type 11 move. The
identification between V“ and V corresponds to the type I move. The identities that are
satisfied by b and d correspond to the moves introduced in Fig. 3.

To complete our discussion of the relationship between categories and knot diagrams, we
recall the following theorems of Freyd and Yetter [11] and Turaev [28].

2.3.1 Theorem [11]. The category of regular isotopy classes of oriented tangles is the free
(strict) braided (strict) rigid category on one object generator.

2.3.2 Theorem [28]. The category of ambient isotopy classes of tangles is the free rigid
braided monoidal category on one self-dual object.



2.4 Singularities and additional moves. In this section we review how we prove the

sufficiency of two additional moves when a height function is present. We have already
observed that Reidemeister moves are obtained by examining Morse critical points of crossing
points of one-dimensional higher knot diagrams. The additional moves are derived from other

types of singularities. Here we give two figures indicating how these two moves are related

to cusps and folds of mappings from 2-manifolds to the plane.
Just as the three Reidemeister moves have interpretations as surfaces embedded in 4-

space, so do the moves that are introduced in Fig. 3. The figure indicates that moving an
arc over a maximum point corresponds to the transverse intersection of a fold line and a

double point arc. The cancellation of a local maximum and local minimum corresponds to

a cusp singularity of the fold lines. We combine the height function on the plane H onto
which the knot is projected with the time direction of the isotopy to obtain a projection of

the knot times an interval onto a plane. The singularities of this projection are the fold lines

that are traced out by the maximal and minimal points and the cusps. The critical points
of the multiple point set correspond to the Reidemeister moves — these are critical points
in the time direction of the isotopy.

Thus in classical knot theory the moves that are used to isotope knots correspond to
Morse critical points and singularities of surface projections.

2.5 Exchanging critical points. When a knot diagram is interpreted algebraically or
categorically, the diagram represents a sequence of symbols. Similarly, braid theory gives
the knot as the closure of a word in the braid group. In the latter case the knot is given

as a sequence of braid generators, and a complete set of relations among the generators is

known.
When we use a height function to describe the knot diagrams, there are explicit relations

between crossings and critical points, distant crossings, and distant critical points. These
relations are found by looking at the plane that has the interval factors (the interval onto
which the diagram is projected) times (the time direction in the isotopy). Indeed, the
distant critical points and crossing points trace out lines in this plane, and these lines cross
as their height levels are exchanged. In Fig. 4 we have indicated these exchanges, and their
interpretation as surfaces traced out during the isotopy. The film strip icon will help us

interpret these exchanges in the sequel.
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Figure 4: Interchanging crossings and critical points

3 Diagrams and Symbolic Representations of Knotted
Surfaces

In this section a complete symbolic representation of knotted surfaces will be given so that
the category representing the surfaces can be defined. The section is organized as follows.

We recall the definitions of crossings and their lifts to the abstract surfaces. We review the
Roseman Theorem and the Movie Move Theorem. We discuss putting a height function on

the stills in a movie, and we present a list of moves that are suflicient for surface isotopies
in that setting. Finally, we discuss the interchange of distant critical points, and we show

how to interpret these interchanges graphically. The graphical interpretation gives rise to

a notion of charts and chart moves that generalize those given by Kamada in the case of
surface braids [16].

In section 3.5, we use the graphical interpretation to give a combinatorial description of
knotted surfaces that should suffice for any categorical applications. Proofs of the sufficiency
of the sets of moves that we propose in each setting will be postponed until Section 4.

3.1 Diagrams and their isotopies. We define the crossing points of a knot diagram,
and review the Roseman Moves.

3.1.1 Definitions. Let F be a closed manifold of dimension 2, and let K : F —> R4 denote

an embedding. Choose a projection p : R4 —) R3 such that the composition poK is a generic

map of an 2-manifold into 3—space. The multiple point manifolds are defined as follows. Let

f = p 0 K. Let

Cr={(x1,...,a:r): HIjEF msaéxtforflét & f($1)=f($2)=-~=f($r)}i



this is a manifold of dimension 3 — r. There is a free action of the permutation group 2, on
CT. The associated r-fold cover

D, = 0, x2, {1,2,...r}

is called the r-decker manifold (double, triple, and quadruple decker manifolds when appro-
priate). The r-decker manifold is mapped into F via the map [(:r1, . . . ,a:r);j] l—) crj. The

quotient C, : C’T/Er is called the r—tuple manifold, and this is mapped into R3 via the map
f, : [m1,...,mr] v—) f (1131). Evidently, the r-to-l covering space D, ——> C’, factors through
these maps. For convenience, we will include branch points in the double point manifold.

Recall that a generic map from a 2—manifold to 3-space has embedded points, double point

curves, isolated triple points, and branch points. A knotted surface diagram consists of a

generic projection of the surface into 3-space together with crossing information (defined in

the next two sentences) included along the image of the double and triple point manifolds.
The sheet of the diagram that is further from the hyper—plane onto which the surface is

projected is broken; that is, a small tubular neighborhood of the image of one of the sheets
of the double decker manifold is removed from the surface F. At a triple point, this will mean
that there is an indication of a top, middle, and bottom sheet. Knotted surface diagrams of

surfaces are also called broken surface diagrams. See [7] for more details. The local pictures
of knotted surface diagrams are depicted in Fig. 5. We may abuse notation and not make
the distinction between the diagram and the projection of the knotted surface.

‘

In particular,
the moves to diagrams will be drawn as moves to projections.

3.1.2 Roseman moves. For such diagrams of knotted surfaces, Roseman obtained a

complete set of moves generalizing the Reidemeister moves. Thus two diagrams represent
isotopic knottings if and only if they are related to each other by a finite sequence of moves
taken from the Roseman moves that are depicted in Fig. 6.

One proves that the Roseman moves are a sufficient set of moves for knot isotopies, by
showing how each move corresponds to a Morse critical point on one of the multiple point
sets where the isotopy direction provides a height function. Alternatively, Goryunov [13]

has classified the codimension one singularities of stable maps from C2 to CB, and the real
pictures of the versal unfoldings of these singularities correspond to the Roseman moves.

3.2 Charts of knotted surfaces and their moves. Charts for surface braids were
defined by Kamada [16, 15]. Here we define charts for any generic projections of knotted
surfaces.

10



(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 5: Projections and broken diagrams of knotted surfaces
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3.2.1 Definition. Consider a surface embedded in R4, and choose a projection p : R4 —>

R3 that is generic with respect to the knotting K : F ——> R4. We define a retinal plane to
be a plane, P, in R3 with a projection 7r : R3 —+ P such that p o [((F) C R3 \ P.

3.2.2 Definition. Consider the image I : 7r 0 p 0 K (F) of a generic projection of a given

knotted surface in the retinal plane. Let D denote the projections of the double points, triple

points, and branch points considered as subsets of I. Assume without loss of generality that
the map 7ropoK is generic. Let S denote the image of the fold lines and cusps of the generic

map 7r 0 p 0 K in I. Without loss of generality assume that D and S are in general position.
Let the chart, C’ = C’(K,p, 7r), of K with respect to p and 7r, be the planar graph D U S

considered as a subset of I which is further contained in the retinal plane. We label the the

chart C according to the following rules.
The image D is depicted by a collection of solid arcs While the image S is depicted by a

collection of dotted arcs in our figures. In the figures a thick dotted arc can be either an are
in D or an are in 5.

There are seven types of vertices in the chart C; these vertices correspond to isolated
stable singularities of codimension 0.

l

(1) The projection of a triple point gives rise to a 6-valent vertex. Every edge among the
six coming into the vertex is colored solidly.

(2) Each branch point in the projection of the knotted surface K (F) corresponds to a
3—valent vertex. Two of the edges at the vertex are colored as dotted arcs (the fold lines);
the other edge is solidly colored (the double are that ends at the branch point).

(3) Each cusp of the projection 7r gives rise to a 2—valent vertex in which both edges are
colored as dotted arcs.

(4) The projection of a point at which an arc of double point crosses a fold is a 4—valent

vertex. Two of the edges at this vertex are solid; the other two are dotted. A circle in the
retinal plane that encompasses such a vertex encounters the edges in the cyclic order (solid,

solid, dotted, dotted).
(5) The points of the retinal plane at which the double points cross are 4-valent vertices

at which all of the incoming edges are solid.

(6) The points of the retinal plane at which the fold lines cross are 4-valent vertices at
which all of the incoming edges are dotted.

(7) The points of the retinal plane at which an arc of D crosses an arc of S are 4-valent
vertices at which there are two solid edges and two dotted edges. A circle encompassing the
vertex encounters the edges in cycle order (dotted, solid, dotted, solid).

13



/\/S I sheet beyond the fold line

x2 shcels before the fold lineI lnlcrscclinn

3 sheets beyond the double point arc

No shccl before the double point are

Figure 7: Labeling of charts

We use the projection of the knotted surface K in 3-space to label the edges of the chart

as follows. Consider a ray R that is perpendicular to the retinal plane. Assume that R is

in general position with p(K(F)), and assume that the end of the ray lies on an edge E.
The edge E' is the image of the double point are or a fold line of p(K(F)). Let E’ be the

preimage (either the double point arc or a fold line). Let m (resp. n) be the number of sheets
of p(K (F )) that are farther away (rcsp. closer to) from the retinal plane than E' along the

ray. Then the pair of the integers (m, n) is assigned to the edge E as a label. The label does
not depend on the choice of point along the edge near which the ray R starts.

Furthermore, we indicate a normal to fold lines. A fold line is formed by two sheets

coming into it. In the retinal plane, one side of the fold line is the image of these sheets.
We indicate this side by a normal vector to the edge of the chart that are the images of fold
lines.

Next we consider the moves to charts for isotopic knotted surfaces. Specifically, we will

prove

3.2.3 Theorem. Two charts of the isotopic knotted surfaces are related by the moves

depicted in Figure 8 through 10.

The moves that are depicted in Fig. 11 will be discussed in Section 3.5. In these figures
labels and normals are not specified for simplicity.

14
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Figure 8: Chart moves, part I

b

3.3 Knotted surface diagrams with height functions. We define height functions for

knotted surface diagrams and give the list of movie moves.

3.3.1 Definition. A projection pg : R3 —> R is a generic height function for the hnotting
if

1. pg 0 f, has only non—degenerate critical points for all r = 1, . . . ,n + 1,

and

2. each critical point is at a distinct critical level of pg.

Condition (1) for r = 1 states that pg 0 f has non-degenerate critical points. Here we

define critical points to include branch points and triple points. So in condition (2), we have

that each critical point of either the manifold or its multiple point set is at a different critical
level.

3.3.2 Knotted Surface Movies. A knotted surface movie consists of a knotted surface

diagram together with a choice of height function for the diagram. The main theorem in

[3, 4] is the following:

15
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3.3.3 Theorem. [3, 4] Two knotted surfaces movies represent isotopic knottings if and
only if they are related by a finite sequence of moves to movies depicted in Figs. 12, 13, 14

or interchanging the levels of distant critical points.

In the illustration of moves to movies we have shown local pictures wherethe surface is

cut between critical levels by a plane and the crossing information is indicated. Thus the
stills represent the level sets of the height function. We also remind the reader that only one
possible choice of crossing information is indicated as with the classical Reidemeister moves.
In the next section, we discuss the need to fix a height function in each of the stills.

3.4 Movies for which a height function is fixed in each still. We begin this section
with an example that indicates the geometric need to fix height functions in the stills.
Subsequently, we give an overview of the categorical justification of these height functions.
We analyze the projections of the surfaces when a height function is fixed in 3-space and
in the stills, and we propose a sufficient set of moves (that are an annotation of the movie
moves) in the new more restricted setting.

3.4.1 Example. Consider the isotopy of the trefoil knot diagram that is depicted in

Fig. 15. A diagram with 3—fold symmetry is rotated clockwise through an angle of 27r/3. Of
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Figure 13: Movie moves in which the topology of the image is unchanged (1)
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Figure 15: Rotation of trefoil

the 3 Reiderneister moves illustrated in the introduction, none is employed in this isotopy,
but the isotopy clearly changes the diagram so exactly what is happening here?

The diagram of the trefoil was rotated, or equivalently the position of the top of the

diagram changed. In Fig. 15 we indicate how the height function is changed by the non-
Reidemeister moves depicted in Figs. 16 and 4.

The significance of such a rotation in knotted surface movies is that when this rotation
occurs in a movie, it may give a surface which is not isotopic to the surface without the
rotation in the corresponding stills. Thus we need to be able to describe such changes in

diagrams.
Recall that Fig. 4 included those moves to knot diagrams that involved interchanging

distant critical points and crossings. The non—Reidemeister moves in Fig. 16 are local changes
to the knot diagrams with height functions. Again the film strip icon is used because we are
thinking of the diagrams as non—critical cross sections of a surface.

The scene consisting of a twisted trefoil can occur as a scene is a larger movie. In fact,
Roseman uses this scene in his video, “Twisting and Turning in 4-Dimensions” [27].

3.4.2 Categorical motives. In Section 5, we will generalize the categorical structure of
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a braided monoidal category to apply a similar structure to embedded surfaces in 4—space.

Here we give an overview of the notion and motivation for a 2—category.

In a 2-category there are objects, morphisms, and 2-morphisms. Objects are symbolized

as dots, morphisms are symbolized as arrows that start and end at a specific pair of dots,
and 2-morphisms are symbolized as polygons whose vertices are the dots, and whose edges

are the arrows. Strictly speaking, a 2—morphism is a 2—gon between two given 1-morphisms,
but composition and pasting allows the more general case to be well-defined.

The philosophy of 2-categories is that an equality between a pair of 1-morphisms (or even

a similarity or equivalence) should be replaced by a 2—morphism that expresses that equality,
similarity, or equivalence.

I

In the classical case, a knot diagram represents a morphism. (In the representation of

the braided monoidal category, it represents a map from C to C. In dimension 4, we have

a movie description of a knotted surface which we will give as a sequence of classical knot

diagrams Where there is a height function fixed in each diagram, and a pair of subsequent
diagrams differ at most by one of the moves depicted in Figs. 16 or 4. Each still of the
movie (one element in the sequence of diagrams) will represent a l—morphism. Thus we

regard the knotted surface as a composition of 2—rnorphisms in a 2-category. To get this

description, then, we will need to fix a height function on each still so that we can associate

a l-morphism to the diagram as in the classical case. For this purpose, we need a complete
set of Reidemeister moves when height functions are fixed for each still.

3.4.3 Definition. Let 7r : R3 —) R2 be the projection to a retinal plane. The vertical
axis is defined by a projection v : R2 —> R (the image is the up/down axis) and we require
that the composition 1) 0 7r is a generic height function for the knotting in the. sense defined
in Section 3.3.1. The horizontal axis is defined by a projection h : R2 —) R (the image is

the left/right axis). The horizontal axis of the retinal plane will be used to define a height
function in each of the stills of the knotted surface movie.

Let us examine the singularities of the projection of K(M) onto the retinal plane. First
there are the cusp and fold singularities of a surface as classified by Whitney. Second, the
double point manifold has singularities, critical points, and crossing points. Since branch
points can occur, the double point manifold is a manifold with boundary, and the branch
points lie along the fold lines of the projection onto the retinal plane. Other maximal and
minimal points of the double point manifold can also occur along the fold lines. Finally, the

triple points of the projection are isolated, and these are the three fold intersections of arcs
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of the double point manifold. Each of these situations is a local and stable phenomenon,
and they are illustrated by the drawings in the Fig. 16.

3.4.4 Definitions. Consider the singular levels of the projection of the knotted surface

on the retinal plane. Suppose t : 1 / 2 is a singular value on the vertical axis and no other

singularities occur for t 6 [——1,2], then we say that the inverse images of the t : 0 and
the t = 1 levels differ by an elementary string interaction or E5] with respect to the movie

description with still height function.

There are seven basic types of ESIs. They are depicted in Figure 16. We describe the

singularities.

1. When a branch point occurs, it will occur at a fold line, and this is called a type I
Reidemeister move. The double point are ends at the fold line.

2. When a maximal point or minimal point occurs on the interior of a double point arc,
this is a type II Reidemeister move. The pair of strings involved has no fold lines.

3. When an isolated triple point occurs among three double point arcs and there are
three sheets of surface intersecting pairwise along these arcs, this is called a type III
Reidemeister move. Three strings involved have no fold lines.

4. A Morse critical point of the surface F of index 0 or 2 with respect to projection
onto the vertical axis is a birth or death of an unknotted circle. Small circles at each

maximal/ minimal point have one maximal and one minimal point with respect to the

height function in the still (given by projection onto the horizontal axis).

5. A Morse critical point of index 1 on the surface is a saddle. At a saddle point, a
single pair of optimal point (one maximum and one minimum) either is introduced or
cancelled.

6. A cusp on a fold line is called a switch back move.

7. When a double point are crosses a fold line so that in the projection onto the retinal
plane the double point are crosses the fold line this is called a camel-back move or a
’(/)—m0’U€.

The first five of the above are called ESIs with respect to the movie descriptions. They
are used in the movie moves. The remaining two ESIs do not change the topological type
of the knot diagram (considered as a graph in the plane), but they give local changes to
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Figure 17: An elliptic confluence of cusps

the diagram when the height function is changed. At this point we are not including the

interchange of distant critical points to be among the 1331s, but will include these later to
obtain a combinatorial description of the knotted surface.

3.4.5 Singularities of knotted surface isotopies. We will examine singularities in

the retinal plane as an isotopy of a knotted surface is performed.
Consider an isotopy Kt between knottings K0,K1 : F —> R’1 for t 6 [0,1]. For each t,

Kt is an embedding. Recall that p : R4 ——> R3 (resp. 7r : R3 —) R2) denotes the projection
onto a hyperplane (resp. the retinal plane). The moves that are used to decompose the
knotted surface isotopy are codiinension 1 singularities. We will “watch” the projection of

the isotopy on the retinal plane. If R2 is the retinal plane, then the isotopy provides a map
K from F x [0,1] onto R2 x [0,1]. Here is a list of the local types of changes we see in the
fold lines and multiple point sets:

1. Changes in the fold lines;

2. Changes in the positions of the double points and triple points in relation to the fold

lines where the changes do not affect the topological type of the double point set and
the fold lines remain fixed;

3. Changes in the positions of the double points and triple points in relation to the optimal
point of the multiple point sets;

4. Critical points of the multiple point sets in the direction of the isotopy.

Let us describe these more concretely.
(1) There are 5 types of changes in the fold line set that can occur. Elliptical and

hyperbolic confluence of cusps are two of these. A fold line can undergo cusp singularity
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Figure 18: A hyperbolic confluence of cusps
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Figure 19: A cusp on the set of fold-lines
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Figure 20: A horizontal cusp
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Figure 21: A swallow—tail on the fold lines
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because the vertical direction of the retinal plane provides a height function for the fold

lines. In the presence of a nearby saddle point, a cusp can change from pointing downward

to pointing upward. The singular point that serves as the intermediate point is called a
horizontal cuSp [21]. Finally, there can be a swallow-tail singularity in the fold set. These

moves are illustrated in Figs. 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, respectively.
(2) There are 9 situations in which the double points and triple points change their

position in relation to the fold lines. A branch point may pass through an optimum of the
surface (Fig. 22) or a saddle point of the surface (Fig. 23); in either case the fold line has

a local optimum. A branch point may pass through a cusp of the fold line set (Fig. 24).

Similar to these three moves, we have a double point curve passing over a fold—line near a
maximum point (Fig. 25), saddle point (Fig. 26), or cusp (Fig. 27); the changes are realized
when the point at which the double line passes over the fold intersects the optimal points
on the fold line set. A double point curve can pass back and forth over a fold line and this
situation is replaced with the double point curve not passing at all over the folds (Fig. 28).
There may be a triple point in a neighborhood of a fold line, and the move in this case passes
the triple point over the fold (Fig. 29).

Finally, a pair of fold lines may cross, and a. pair of double points may pass over the
pair of fold lines. By interchanging the relative height of the double points it is possible to
interchange the fold-line over which a given are passes. The two arcs then are connected
by a type II move. The singularity that one sees in the retinal plane that connects these
two moves occurs when the double arc becomes tangent to the direction of projection; in

following the projection of the double arcs, one sees them undergo a type I Reidemeister
move in the retinal plane. Fig. 30 contains an illustration.

(3) The optima of the double points can change in a cusp-like fashion (Fig. 31), or a
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Figure 22: A branch point passes over a maximum point of the surface
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Figure 23: A branch point passes over a saddle point of the surface
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Figure 24: A branch point passes through a cusp
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Figure 25: A double point are passes over a fold line near a maximum point
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Figure 26: A double point are passes over a fold line near a saddle point
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Figure 27: A double arc passes over a fold line near a cusp
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Figure 30: A double point arc becomes tangent to the line of projection

maximum point can be pushed through a branch point (Fig. 32). A triple point can be

pushed over a maximum point of the double point set (Fig. 33).
(4) The remaining changes are movie parametrizations of the Roseman moves. Their

description as Morse critical points on the multiple point set appears in [4].

In relation to these changes we observe that the changes described in (1) affect only the
fold lines. Those changes in (2) affect the relative position of multiple points and fold lines.

Those changes in (3) affect the relative height of the multiple points. Those changes in (4)
affect the topology of the projection of the diagram.
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Figure 31: A cusp on the double point set
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Figure 32: A maximum point of the double point set being pushed through a branch point
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Figure 34: An elliptic confluence of branch points
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Figure 39: A branch point moving through a triple point
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Figure 40: A quadruple point in the isotopy

3.4.6 Theorem. Let two knotted surface diagrams be given, each as a sequence of £7513.

Then one is obtained from the other by a finite sequence of local moves taken from those

depicted in Figs. 17, through 40, or by exchanging the order in which ESIs occur when they

occur in disjoint neighborhoods.

Here we did not strictly specify what we mean by exchanging the order of ESIS. In
section 3.5, we will give a concrete description of moves addressing this point. Let us motivate
the sequel.

3.4.7 Motivation. We want to give a complete combinatoric or algebraic description to
the set of knotted surface diagrams. To this end, we must explicitly describe the set of moves
to the classical knot diagrams that occur at the critical levels of the surface with respect to
the height function in the retinal plane. In particular, we must include among the critical
data the crossings of double point arcs, the crossings of fold lines, and the crossings between
double points and fold lines. Once we establish that the set of moves to classical diagrams
include these interchanges, we find that the set of moves to knotted surface diagrams must
take into account these subtleties.

In categorical language, we have identified new 2-morphisms that are natural equivalences
which used to be considered to be equalities. Thus these equivalences must satisfy some
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further equalities. This language does not cast aspersions on the previous results — for

example, the Reidemeister Theorem, the movie move theorem, or even Theorem 3.4.6. Each

of these theorems provides a valid technique for moving knots (or knotted surfaces) around
in space (or 4-space). But as we specify the diagrams as certain combinatorial data, the

moves can affect those data. And we have to take into consideration those changes.
In the next section, we will examine all of the folds and double lines as they are projected

to the retinal plane. In this way we will take into account the folds and double points that
are not necessarily close (on the diagram of the surface) but that have projections that are
close. In the language of singularity theory, we are examining the multi—local situation.

3.5 Complete symbolic representations. In Section 3.2, we illustrated the changes
that occur in the retinal plane among the double point lines, triple points, branch points,
and fold lines in the retinal plane. In Section 3.3.2, we illustrated the movie moves. And in

Section 3.4, we illustrated the local changes in the movie description that can occur when a
height function is included in the retinal plane. Here we amalgamate these results to give a
complete list of moves to charts when a height function is fixed in the retinal plane.

3.5.1 Definition. The full set of elementary string interactions (FESIs) are those illus-
trated in Figs. 16 and 4. These include the 3 classical Reidemeister moves, the two moves

(also found in [24]) that involve changing a height function, and the four (multi-local) moves

that involve interchanging the height of crossings and critical points.

3.5.2 Example. Consider the diagram of the trefoil that is illustrated in Figure 2. At

any critical level, one can read across the diagram (from left to right) a sequence of symbols
taken from the set X, X, U, and n. The symbols can be adorned with double subscripts —
the left subscript will indicate the number of straight strings to the left of thecritical point,
the right subscript will indicate the number of straight strings to the right of the critical
point. In this way the diagram illustrated gives rise to the sequence

00,0 00,2 X1,1X1,1X1,1U0,2 Uo,o'

Clearly any such classical knot diagram that has a height function can be described in
similar manner. We turn to give the combinatorial description in the following.

3.5.3 Definition. Let a set of symbols Xmm, Xmma rim," or Um,” be given. Define the initial
number of a symbol, 1.(Ym,,,), and the terminal number of a symbol, T(Ym,n), (where Ymm in
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one of the above symbols) as follows: L(Xm’n) = 422mm) = T(Xm,n) : 7'(Xm’n) = m + n + 2,

L(flm,n) = m + n, 7mm“) = m + n + 2, L(Um,n) : m + n + 2, T(flm,n) = m + n.
A word is a sequence Yo - - -Yk in symbols Yj : Xmm, Xmm, mm,” or Um,” where m and n

are non—negative integers such that T(Yj) : 1,(Yj+1).

For a word W : YO - - - ”k with Y}, and Yk non—empty, T(l/V) is defined by 7’(Yk) and L(W)

is defined by L(Y0).

The empty word is allowed as a word, and any given word need not involve all of the

symbols.
A sentence is a sequence (W0, W1, - - -

, Wf) of words such that W0 and W; are the empty
words, and for any i z 0, - - -, f — 1, either W,“ = Wi, or Wi+1 is obtained from W, by

performing one of the following changes.

1. Cancellation or creation of a pair of adjacent symbols flmmum,” in the word.

2. Cancellation or creation of a pair of adjacent symbols Ummflmm in the word, for ap—

propriate values on m, n.

3. A replacement of flmme,” by 0mm, or vice versa; a replacement of flmme,” by mm,
or vice versa; a replacement of Xmmumm by Umm, or vice versa; and a replacement of
XmmUm,” by Um)“, or vice versa.

4. Cancellation or creation of a pair Xm’nXm,” or Xm,,,Xm,n.

5. A replacement of one of the following:

Xm,nXm+l,n—1Xm,n by Xm+1,n—le,nXm+l,n—1 OI' Vice versa,

Xm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,n by X1n+l,n—1Xm,nXm+1,n—l OI‘ Vice versay

Xm,nXm+l,n—1Xm,n by ‘Ym+1,n—~1Xm,nXm+1,1l—l 01‘ Vice versa,

Xm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,n by Xm+1,n—1Xm,nXm+1,n-—1 OI‘ Vice versa,

Xm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,n by / m+1,n~1Xm,nXm+1,n—l OI Vice versa, OI‘

Xm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,n by Xm+1,n—1Xm,nXm+1,n—l-

Note that these correspond to various crossing types of Reidemeister type III move.

6- A replacelnent Of m1n,n)(m+l,n—l by mm+l,n—1eXm,1n Vice versa, Of a replacement Of

mm,nX7n+l,n—l by mm—l—lm—lem; 01' Vice versa.

7. Cancellation or creation of a pair flmynum+1,n_1 or Um,nnm+1’n_1.
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8. A replacement of Ynmeu by Yi,an,m where Yum. denotes either Xwn, Xmm, 0mm or

Un,mandIn—i|>1,n+m:i+j.
9. An insertion or deletion of a word W141, if Wi : Wifl.

Let F be a knotted surface in 4—space, and let p(F) be its generic projection onto a
vertical axis in the retinal plane. For each non-critical value y E R, the inverse image
of y in R3 consists of a classical knot diagram. The horizontal axis in the retinal plane

provides a height function for this diagram. We can use the height function to express such

a diagram as a sequence of symbols defined in Section 2.5. The critical values correspond
to the changes in stills that are expressed by one of the FESIs that are depicted Figs. 16, 4;

these interactions corresponding to the operations that connect any two words in a sentence.
Thus any knotted surface diagram (with projection onto the vertical axis in the retinal plane)
gives rise to a sentence. Conversely, given a sentence we can construct a knotted surface

diagram: Each word gives a knot diagram, and each successive pair of words gives rise to a
FESI. In summary we have proved

3.5.4 Theorem. To any knotted surface diagram a sentence is assigned. For any sentence
there is a knotted surface whose corresponding sentence is the given one.

A proof of the following Theorem will be given in the next section. It combines three
results we have presented in this section:

(1) moves on charts,
(2) movie moves,
(3) movie moves with height functions on each still.

3.5.5 Theorem. Two sentences represent isotopic knotted surfaces if and only if one can
be obtained from the other by a finite sequence of moves where the moves are taken from the
list that follows.

In the following list, parts of sentences are given. If the left hand side of the relation is

found as a part of a sentence, then the part is replaced by the right hand side; or vice versa.
In the following Y, Y’, Y” denote either X, X, 0, or U. We also assume for any

consecutive word PQ of P and 62 that 7'(P) : /.(Q).

1. (W mm,” V, W nmyn Xm,nV) W flmm V) H (W 071,771 V)’

2. (W Om,“ XmmV, W 0mm V, W flmm XmJnV) H (W rim,” XmmV).
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3. (WV) H (WV, WX,,1,,1Xm,nV, WV).

4. (WXm,nXm,nV, WV, WXm,nXm,nV) <—> (WXmmemV).

5- (WXm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,nva WXm+1,n—1Xm,nXm+1,n—1a WXm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,nv)

H (WXm,nXm+1,n~1Xm,nv)-

6- (WXm,n+2Xm+l,n+1X1n+2,nXm,n+2Xm+l ,n+l Xm,n+2 V1

WXm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+2,nXm+l,n+lXm,n+2 V1

WXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+l,n+lXm+2,nXm+1,7l+1Xm,n+2V,

WXm+l,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+2,nXm-H,n+1Xm+2,nXm,n+2 V,

WXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+2,n V;

WXm+1,n+1Xm+2,nXm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+2,n V,

WXm—H,11+1Xm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm+2,nv;

WXm+2,nXm+l,n.+1Xm+2,nXm,n+2Xm+l,n+1X7n+2,nv)

H
(WXm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm+2,nXm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm,n+2 Va

WXm,n+2Xm+l,n+]Xm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+l,n+1Va

WXm,n+2Xm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm+2,nXm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Va

WXm,n+2Xm+2,nXm+1,1L+IXm,n+2Xm+2,nXm+1,n+1Va

WXm+2,nXm,n+2Xm+1,n-+~1Xm,n+2Xm+2,nXm+1,n+1V,

WXm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm+2,nXm+1,n+l V,

WXm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm,n+2Xm+2,nXm—+-l,n+1Xm+2,n V7

WXm+2,nXm+1,n+1Xm+2,nXm,n+2Xm+1,n+1Xm+2,n V) -

7- (W flm+1,n—-l X1n+l,n—IX1n,7L‘/7 W mm-HJL—l XnL,anL,nX7n+l,n—lem‘fa

W 0mm Xm+l,n——IXnL,n/Y7n+1,n—1Xm,nva l/V mm,” Xm+1,n—1Xm+l,n—1Xm,nXm+l,n—1V7

W 0mm Xmme-i—lfll—IV, I/V mmm Xm+1,n—1V)

H (W nm+1,n—-l Xm+1,n—1Xm,nva W mm+1,n—-1 XmmVa W nmm Xm+1,n—1V)-

8. (WV, W mm,” Um_1,n+1V, WV) <—> (WV).
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

(W flmm Um—1,n+lva VVV, VV mmm Um—1,n+1V)

H (W flmm Um—1,n+1V)-

(W m771,11, V, W mmflz mm+2,n Um+l,n+1 V, VV 0mm mm,n-+—2 Um+l,n+1 V, VV mm,n V) H
(W m"... V).

(W0m+1,n—1X1n,nva wmmm Xm+1,n—1Va W07n+l,n—1Xm,nv) H (Wflm+1,n—1Xm,nv)~

(W mm+1,n—1 Xm,n Um+1,n—1 V, W r1m+1,n—1 Xm+1,n—1 Um,n V,

W flm+1,n_1 UmynV, WV)

H (W flm+1,n—1 Xm,n Um+1,n—1 V, W mm,” Xm+1,1L—l Um+l,n—l V,

Wmm,.um+.,.._1v, WV).

(W nm+2,n—2 Xm-i—IJL—l Um,n V7 ”1 mm+2,n—2 ‘Y'IILTL Um+l,n-—1 v)

WXm,n—2 mm+2,n—-2 Um+l,n—-1V1 WXm,n—2V)

H (W r1m+2,n—2 Xm+1,n—1 Um,n V7 I/V mm+1,n—-1 X7n+2,n—2 Um,n V)

W nm+1,n—1 Um,nXm,n—2Va WXm,n—2V)-

(W 0mm Xm+1,n—le—l,n+le,nVa W mm+1,n—1 Xm,nXm—1,n+1Xm,nV,

W flm+1,n—1 Xm—1,n+1Xm,nXm—1,n+1V, WXm—1,n—1 mm+1,n—1 Xm,nXm—1,n+1V,

WXm——1,n-—1 mmm Xm+1,n—1Xm—1,n+1V, WXm—1,n—1 mmm Xm—1,n+1Xm+1,n-1V)

H (W nmm Xm+1,n—1Xm—1,n+1Xm,nV7 W 0mm, Xm—1,n+1Xm+1,n—1Xm,nva

W mm—1,n+1 Xm,nXm+1,n—1Xm,nvu W flm—1,n+1 Xm+1,n—1Xm,nXm+1,n—1V,

WXm—1,n—1 mm—1,n+1 Xm,nXm+1,n—1V, WXm—l,n—1 mmm Xm—1,n+1Xm+1,n—1V)-

(WYiJ'Y'nV, W1fliln1/ijV,VVYj1/TlnnV) H (WYiJ-YfmnV)

where |i—m| > 1 and i+j=n+m.
(WY..Y,; .Y"Y WY’.Y,.-Y" v
WY'.Y"YY, WY" Y'.3.-V)m,n

<—)(WY.-,ij”eY”n V, WY- jY” 1’JV,

WYerKJY/clxva WY” Yk’lYiJV)n,m

where |i—k|>1, |i—m|>1, |k~m|>1,andi+j=k+€=n+m.
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17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

(Wyri,ij+1,n—1Xm+2,n—2Xm+1,n—1Va I/V‘Ym+1,n—13/1",j)(7n+2,n—2AXm—}-1,11—1Va

LVXm+1,n_1Xm+2,n_2y;1,ij+1,n—lV, I/I/X'7n+1,n——1A’Y7n+2,71~2)(m+1,n—lyig'v»

WXm+2,n—2Xm+1,n—1Xm+2JL—2KJV)

H (WK,ij+1,n—1Xm+2,n—2Xm+1,n—1V, I/V)/i,j)(m+2,n—2‘Xm+1,n—1--Xm+2,n—2‘/7

WXm-i-Zn—ZEJ-Xm-i-l,n—1XTII+2,1L—2Va WXm+2,n—2Xm+l,n—1Y;,ij+2,n—2Va

WXm+2,n—-2Xm+ l ,n— l Xm+2,n—2Y:i,j V)

where |i—m| >1andi+jzm+n.
(WK,jflm+1,n—1Um+2,n—2V, Wflm+1,n—1Yi,ij+2,n—2V, Wflm+1,n—1Um+2,n—2Yi,_7'V, ‘/‘/Y;,j‘/)

H (WYi,j mm—i—1,n——l Um+2,n—2Va I/VKJ-V)

where |z'—m| >1andi+j+2:m+n.
(WYi,ij,n Umm Va WXmmS/Lj Umm. V7 WXm,n Umm. 32,344 W Umm Y'ig'v)

H (WEJ'Xmm, Umm V7 WY;J Um,n V)

where Ii — m|>1andi+jz m+ n.

(WKJ' mm+1,n~1 Xmmva VV mrn,+1,n—l KJXmJ‘LV)

W m1n+1,n—1 Xmmyhjva W flmm Xm+1,n—1)/i,jv)

H (WYiJ' mm+1,n—1 Xm,nV, WY“ mmm Xm+1,n—1V;

W m771,71, YiJXm-Hm—lva VV 0mm Xm+1,n—1Yi,jv)

where |i — m|>1andi+j+ 2 : m + n.

(W mm-HJH-l X1n,u+2)21n+2,u Um+l,n+l V, W mm—HJL-H Xm—i—ZJL‘anL-f-Z U m + 1, n + 1V,

W nm+|,n+1 X7n+2,nXm+1,n+1 U m, n + 2V, W flm+2,n Xm+l,n+1Xm+1,n+l Um,n+2 V,

W O m + 2, n Umm+2 V, W Umm flmmV)

H (W n m + 1, n + 1Xm,17.+2Xm+2,n Um+1,n+1 V, W mm,n+2 Xm+1,n+1Xm+2,n Um+1,n+1 V,

W mm,n+2 Xm+1,n+1Xm+1,n+1 Um+2,n V, W flm,n+2 Um+2,nVa

W Um,” flm’nV).

(WYm-V, wn,jz,,,,,”2,,,,,,,,v, I/VZMYMZ,,,,,,,,V)

<—) (WYiJ-V, WmeZ—mynyiyj V, WZm’nYz-J-ZmMV)

where (Z, Z) is either of (X,X), (X,X), (mu), or (um), li—ml > 1 and i+j = m+n.
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

(WZmJLV’ Wmememel/a l/VmeV) H (WZm,nV)

where the pair (Z, Z) was introduced and the pair (Z, 2) was cancelled in the left hand

side, and (Z, Z) is either of (X,X), (X,X), (flu), or (U,fl).

(W flm+1,n V, W mm+l,n Um,n+1 nm,n-}-1 V7 l/V mm,n+1 V)

H (W flm+1,n V) W mm,1r+1 Um+1,'n. lfilm+l,n V, W r-l'rn,n+l V)-

(WXm-Hm—l-Xmmva l/VXm,nXm,nXm—+-1,n—IXmJLva

WXm,nXm+1,n—lX11z,7LX7n+1,71—1V)

H (WXm+l,n—1Xm,nv7 WX1IL+1,7L—I‘Y7n,n1¥m+l,1L—l)2m+l,n—IV7

WXm,nXm+1,n—1Xm+1,n—1Xm+1,n—lV)-

(W 0mm V7 I/V “771,71 Xm,nXm,nVa WXmfllV) H (I/V “Tn,” V) I/V flmfll XTIL,11V)'

(WV, W rim,” Um,nV, W mm,” Xmfl, um,” V)

H (WV7 W mmm Ummva W mmflz X1n,n Umm l/)

where in the left hand side fl,n,,,Xm,,, was introduced while in the right hand side

X,,,,,,um,,, was introduced.

(WV, W flm—1,n+1 Um—1,n+1V,

W flm—1,n+1 Xmmem Um—1,n+1 V, W mmm Xm—1,n+1Xm,n Um~1,n+1 V)

<—> (WV, W rim,” Um,nV,

W nmm. Xm—1,n+1Xm—1,n+1 Um,n V, W 0mm Xm—1,n+1Xm,n Um—1,n+1 V)-

(W Um,n Om," V, W Um,” flmmemV, WXmmV)

<—> (W um,” mm,” V, WXW, um, mm,” V, WXMV).

(WXm+1,n—1 Um,n mm+l,n—1Xm,nl/a I/VXmm Um+l,n—l mm-i-lm—l, XmmV,

WXWHXMV, WV)

H (WXm-i-lm—l U1n,n rlm+1,n—1Xm,nV, VVX1n+i,n—1 Um,n flm,nXm+1,n—1V,

WXm+l,n—1Xm+l,n—lva Wl/)

(WZIZQV, WZjZ-ZV, WZ1ZQV) <—> (WZ1Z2V, WZIZQV, WZiZéV) where the changes
Z,- to Z; for i = 1, 2 are FESls.
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Furthermore, we include the following variations to the list.

1. If(S],---,Sf)<—>( ;,---,S’f,)is in the list, then (Sf,---,S1)(—>( {,---,S’f,) is alsoa
relation. This replacement corresponds to running a movie backwards

2. If (51, - - ',Sf) H( i, - --,S’f,) is in the list, then (T1,---,Tf) H (Tl’,~--,T},) is also a
relation where T]- (resp. TJ’) is obtained from Sj (resp. Sg) as follows. If Sj = YIJ - - - Yk’

where Yg are generators, then Tj : Zf - - - Zi where Zf, : ij_,,+1 if ij_h+1 is either

X or X, and Zf, = 0mm (resp. Umm) if ij_h+1 : Um,” (resp. mm), for all j =
1, - - -

, f, h z 1, - - -
,
Is. There is a similar replacement for T; (just put in primes). This

replacement corresponds to turning the stills in the movie upside down.

3. If (Sl,-~,Sf) H (S{,---,S’f,) is in the list, then (T1,---,Tf) <——> (T{,---,T},) is also

a relation where T]- (resp. TJ’) is obtained from Sj (resp. S;) as follows. If S,» :
Yg'mm -~-,er,k’nk where Yg'wh are generators, then Tj : ngnw---,l",{wnk, for all

j z 1, - ~ -,f, h = 1, - - -,k. There is a similar replacement for T}. This replacement

corresponds to reflecting the stills in their vertical axis, or equivalently reflecting in

the vertical axis of the retinal plane.

4. Change X to X and vice versa in the relations consistently whenever possible. Recall

that we had six variations for the Reidemeister type III move (listed as one ESI). Thus

a given sentence may also be valid with such a replacement, and there is a move on

sentences when these (and similar) replacements are valid. Add such variations to
the list; they correspond to reflecting the stils from front to back in their plane of

projection.

We remark here that the number of moves in Figs. 8 through 11, that of moves in the above
theorem, and that of singularities in the proof of the theorem are different. This is because
thick dotted lines in the figures represent either solid or dotted lines, and the symbol Z in

the above theorem represents different generators. Thus a single move in one description
can represent two or more moves in another. Furthermore, we count the codimension 1

singularities over the complex numbers, and some of the complex singularities split into two
orbits over the reals.

3.5.6 Example.We demonstrate how a sequence from the above relations unties a knotted
surface diagram. The first sequence represents an embedded 2-sphere with two critical points,
two cusps, and two simple closed curves in the fold set. The subsequent sequences represent
the result of applying various moves to the sequence until a standard unknot results.
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“0,0 U0,0

“0,0X0,0 U0,0

“0,0X0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 X0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 X10 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X11 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X11 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X0,2 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0X0,0 U0,0

“0,0X0,0 U0,0

“0,0 U0,0

VJ)

“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0X0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 X0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 X14 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X11 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X10 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X0,2 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0X0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 U0,0

VJ)
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“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0X0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 X03 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X01 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X02 U(),2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X0,2 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0X0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 U1),0

m)

“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X01 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X02 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U0,2 U0,2

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 U0,0

VJ)
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“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “2,0 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 Xm U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X03 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U0,2 U0,2

“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U0,2 U0,2

“0,0 “1,1 U2,0 U0,0

“0,0 U0,0

(0)

“0,0 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X03 U1,1 U0,0

“0,0 “0,2 X10 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 X02 U0,2 U0,0

“0,0 “1,1 U0,2 U0,2

“0,0 U0,0

W)
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4 Singularities and Knotted Surface Isotopies
In this section we provide proofs of Theorems stated in the preceding section.

Observe that Theorem 3.5.5 is a combinatorial restatement of the moves to charts that
are depicted in Figs. 8,9,10, 11, and moves in which distant critical points of the vertical
direction are interchanged. Similarly, Theorem 3.4.6 can be restated in terms of the moves

depicted in those figures. In particular, the Theorem states explicitly which of the moves in

these four figures involve only local changes in the diagrams.
The local moves in the retinal plane listed in Theorem 3.5.5 are generic singularities of

isotopies R3 x I D F x I —) R x R —) R. This means that without loss of generality we can
assume that the isotopy has only these types of singularities. These singularities in turn give

rise to codimension 1 singularities of maps R3 I) F —> R x R —> R and vice versa. Hence

the results follow once we prove that the list of local singularities of the surface isotopies
described in Section 3.4.5 and the multi—local singularities depicted in Fig. 10 exhausts the
codimension 1 singularities of surface maps R3 D F —) R x R —> R where the first map is

the projection onto the retinal plane and the second map is the projection onto the vertical
direction of the retinal plane.

In Section 4.1, and in particular, the table in Section 4.12, we give a correspondence
between codimension 1 singularities and the moves depicted in Figures 8 through 11.

The figures illustrate the relations between these codimension 1 singularities and knotted
surface isotopies.

Thus Theorems 3.5.5 and 3.4.6 will follow once we have given a complete classification of
the codimension 1 singularities that occur when a surface is projected from R4 onto a plane
in which a height function is given. Also observe that Theorem 3.2.3 follows by combining
the classifications given by Goryunov [13], Rieger [25], and West [31]. Now we turn to a
discussion of the singularities. For a description of the techniques for classifying smooth

map-germs we refer the reader to the survey by Wall [30].
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4.1 Codimension 1 projections of generic surfaces. Let V C R3 denote the image
of a generic map f : p 0 K from a surface into R3. So, locally, (V, q) is a germ of either

an embedded surface, of a pair of surfaces intersecting transversely, of a triple point, or of

a branch point (cross-cap). Below we classify the codimension 1 germs and multi—germs of

simultaneous projections of V into a plane and a line contained in this plane. More precisely,

we classify the following s-germs of diagrams of maps (where S = {q1, . . . , qs} is a finite set
of source points)

W20g:(R3,S) I) (V,S) —) (RxR,0)—) (R,0)

{l1i=(fL‘i,.7/i,zi)}igigs H (Xayl H Y

up to germs of diffcomorpliisms hi 6 Diff(R3, (113), k, E Diff(R x R, O) and l 6 Difl'(R, 0) such

that:
(hi(V),Qi) Z (VaQi)7 1 S 7’ S S

and
d7l'2(k1) + l 0 W2 2 0.

It turns out that, considering complex multi-germs, there are 33 codimension 1 orbits
under this equivalence relation (in the cases where moduli are present, the codimension of
the entire modular stratum is equal to one). Some of these orbits split into distinct orbits of
real multi—germs (as indicated by the :l:—signs in some normal forms below). S‘o, considering
simultaneous projections of generic (complex) surfaces in 3—space onto planes and lines (fixing
height functions in the projection planes), there are 33 possible codimension 1 singularities
— for ordinary projections onto planes (without considering height functions) there are 22

codimension 1 singularities.
Following the terminology in Mancini and Ruas [21] we call a projection germ at q,- into

the plane tangent if q, is a critical point of the height function, and transverse otherwise. The
list of codimension 1 projections under the above equivalence then consists of the following

parts.
(i) Tangent and transverse projections of embedded surfaces are classified in Propositions

3.1 and 3.2 of Mancini and Ruas [21]. Actually, these authors assume that fig 0 g is a Morse

function. One easily checks that there is one more such codimension 1 projection for which
7r2 o g is not Morse, namely

(fay) '—> ($363 + 112),

whose versal deformation is (£13,11I3 + 1/2 + tr).
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(ii) Local and multi—local projections of surfaces with double curves and triple points

are classified in Proposition 4.1 of Rieger [25], and local projections of branch points are
classified in Theorem 8.6.1 of West [31]. Furthermore, there are two bi-local codimension 1

projections involving branch points. The first is given by

{CL-171111) H (zlimlylayf) H(1L'1,yf),

($2,112) +—> (x2, 112,1an +115) H (332,552 + 1/9}

and the second by the restriction of the pair of maps from R3 to R2

{91=(371,21)792 = (732, 22 i 332 +112”

to yf — $le = 0 and $ng = 0, respectively. Note that the first component of both bi-germs
is a fold of the projection of a branch point (which is given by a parametrization in the first

case and as a zero-set in the second case); the second component is an ordinary fold (first
case) and a projected double curve (second case). A versal deformation of both bi—germs can
be obtained by adding the term {(0, 0), (0,t)}.

The above normal forms for codimension 1 projections, and the ones in [25] and [31], do

not take into account a height function in the projection plane. In order to construct the
corresponding normal forms of transverse codimension 1 projections, one has to change the

projection 7r2 : R2 —> R to 7r(X, Y) : aX + bY, h z (a, b) e 51, such that (h, l,-) 7é 0 for all

limiting tangent lines l, at 0 of projected double-curves and folds. (Also, for the tri—germs

in [25] corresponding to triple-crossings of folds and projected double-curves there will be a
modulus — as for the transverse triple-fold in [21] — given by the cross-ratio of the slopes
of the three tangent lines and the direction of the height function.)

(iii) Finally, the following codimension 1 tangent projections of non-embedded points
complete our list:

4.1.1 Proposition. The tangent projections of a double-, triple— or branch point

7r2 og : (R3,5) D (V,S) ——> (R X R,O) ——) (R,O)

of codimension 1 are equivalent to one of the following mono-germs g or bi-germs g = {g1, 92}

below. Note that the g,- marked with a * denote the composition of a parametrization of (V, q,-)
with a projection into the plane and hence are, locally, maps from R2 to R2. The terms u
of a versal deformation g + t - u ofg and either the defining equations r, of r,_1(0) = (V, q,)

or, in the cases *, a parametrization of (V, (h) are given for each g (also, we set 6, e,- = ztl).



1. g= (m+z,y+z+em2), u: (0,23), frzzyz
2. g = (2,33 + 6122 +62y2 + yz), u = (0,z), r : my

3- 9 = (33,312 + 6332)*, u = (0,33), (33,11) H ($11,9(33,y))

4. g = 012,93 + y4)*, u = (0, fit (at, y) H (my, g(x,y))

5. g: (z,ex+y+z3), u: (0,z), rzxy
6- g = {(z1,ex1+y1+zf), (y§,x2)*}, U ={(0,0),(1,0)}77'1= $1111; ($2,312) H (y2,g2(x2,y2))

7- 9 ={(zl,€1$1+ 111+ zf), (62162 + y2,22)}, U ={(0,0),(1,0)}, T1= 5131291772 = $2.02

8- g = «331,213 + €1$%)*,(€2CE2 + 92,22”; U = {(070),(170)}, ($1,y1) H (y1,gi($1,y1);

T2 = 33292-

Proof. The derivation of this classification combines the methods of [21] and [25] and
involves fairly routine calculations — we omit the details. Roughly speaking, one determines
the orbits of the appropriate group of equivalences inductively modulo increasingly higher

powers k of the maximal ideal until some orbit either has codimension > 1 or is (k — 1)-

sufficient (z e. any representative 9 of this orbit is (k — 1)—determined in the sense that
jk“1 f N jk‘lg implies f N g). The codimension and the sufficiency of an“ orbit can be
determined from its tangent space at 9. Let us briefly illustrate this for the first example in

our list.
Let Cmyz denote the local ring of smooth function germs in the source variables and mwyz

its maximal ideal. Likewise, the CXy and Cy denote the rings of function germs in the target
variables of g and of 7r2, respectively. Let 99 denote the C’xyz—module of vector fields over 9
(that is, sections of g*TR3).

For the triple point V : {myz : 0} one checks that the tangent space to the orbit of the

corresponding group of equivalences at g is given by

T(g) : Cmyz{x8g/8a:, gag/fig, 289/82} + CXy{6/8X} + Cy{6/6Y}.

Note that T(g) differs from the usual right-left tangent space in the following respects: the
usual right tangent space is restricted to Czyz—modules of vector fields tangent to V = {cryz =
0} and the usual left tangent space is restricted to ny—modules of vector fields tangent to
the level sets Y = constant (which preserve the “heights”). The codimension of g is defined
to be dimR Hg/T(g).
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For g = (15 + z, y + z + 6122) one calculates that m3 - 09 C T(g) which means that g is—zyz

2-determined — in fact

T(g) Z (Cam/J: Czyz \ {LI/d)

So g has codimension 1, and G = g + t~ (0,3?) is a versal deformation of g.

4.1.2 The correspondence between chart moves and singularities. In this section

we explicitly state which singularities in the various lists correspond to the moves on charts

that we have depicted. In any of the Figures 8,9, 10, or 11 the illustration (71, j) refers to the

move that is depicted in the ith row and jth column of the figure. Thus in the table below 8

(1,2) refers to the illustration in the first row second column of Fig. 8. In the second column

we list the reference in square brackets, the theorem or table number, and the item in that
list. Thus [31], 8.6.1, (b) refers to the second item in West’s Theorem 8.6.1. In the case
where no numbering is given in the table, we give either a brief description, or the number
of the singularity if the table had been numbered.

We note that in the table below the correspondences are sometimes many-to-one or
one-to-many, for in the figures we have used thick dotted lines to indicate either fold lines

or double point curves, and in the various lists of singularities plus and minus signs are
included in some of the cases. Also Goryunov’s classification [13] is over the complexes, and

so, for example, the confluences of branch points splits into two real cases. In any case, the

correspondences between the figures and the singularities are not difficult to work out when
the table is ambiguous.
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Figure number Reference

[22] 1:1 51+;[13] 1

[22] 1:1 Sr;[13] l

[22] 7:2;[13] 11

[22] 7:2;[13] ll
[13] 111

[22] 7:5; [13] IV

[13] v
[21], 43" (Table 1); [25] (Table 1) item 1

[31] 8.6.1((b)
[21]((Table 42; [25] (Table 1) item 1

[25] Table1il<r11 7

[21] Table 1 5; [25] (Table 1) item 2

[25] Tablel item 8

[25] Tablel item 6

[21] Table 2 item 3;

[25] Table 1 ,,1() or 12

[21] Table 2 item 4 [25] (Table 1) item 4 or 11

1)

( l)

( )

( )

( )

[25] (Table 1) item 19

( )

( )5
( )

)[21] (Table 2 item 5 [25] (Table 1) items 3,9,13,14
4.1 item (ii)

[25] (Table 1) items 17 or 18

[25] (Table 1) items 15 or 16

[21] (Table 2) item 2; 4.1.1 above, items 6, 7 or 8

4.1.1 above, item 4

4.1.1 above, item 5; or Sec. 4.1 (i)

411.1 above, item 3+

[21] (Table 1), item 3’

4.1.1 above, item 2 (61 z 62)

4.1.1 above, item 1

4.1.1 above, item 3‘
4.1.1 above, item 2 (61 75 62)
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4.1.3 Proof of Theorem 3.5.5. Proposition 4.1.1, the results of [21], [25], and [31],

give complete lists of the appropriate codimension 1 singularities in case a generic surface is

given in 3-space. The table indicates that these singularities correspond exactly to the cases

depicted in Figs. 9,10, and 11. The illustrations in Fig. 8 correspond to the codimension
1 singularities classified in [22] and [23], or equivalently, these are chart depictions of the

Roseman moves [26]. Thus any codimension 1 singularity is either found in one of these

lists, or occurs when the height of distant critical points in the chart are interchanged.
Theorem 3.5.5 contains a combinatorial description of each of the cases found in the charts,
and thus it gives a complete list of changes to sequences of FESIs. This completes the proof.

5 The 2-category of knotted surfaces
In this section we give an outline of the definition of the 2-category of knotted surfaces.

A (small) 2-categ0ry consists of the following data: (1) a set of objects Obj, (2) a set of 1—

morphisms l-Mor, whose elements have source and target objects, (3) a set of 2-morphisms
2-Mor, whose elements have source and target 1-morphisms. There are compositions of
these morphisms defined, and we refer to [17] for more details since their definition takes 3

pages.
The set of objects in the 2-category is the non-negative integers. There is a tensor product

1 — Mor x 1 — Mor ——> 1 — Mor given as the sum of integers, m (8) n = m + n. We assume
that the tensor product is strictly associative ((a®b)®c = a®(b®c)). The set of 1-morphisms
is generated by the 1—morphisms 0m," Um,m X77”, and 22mm, where m,n are non-negative
integers. The 1-morphism Xmfl, and 22m,” have source and target the integer m + n + 2; the
1—morphism 0mm has target the integer m + n and source m + n + 2; the l-morphism Um,n
has target the integer m+ n + 2 and source m + n. Thus the set of l-morphisms is the set of
compositions of mm,” Umm, Xmm and men, where compositions are made when the source of
one coincides the target of the next. We associate a composition of 1-morphisms to a tangle
diagram that has a fixed height function, and the composition of 1-m0rphisms is read from
the bottom to top of the diagram. Thus a knotted surface is represented by a sequence of
1-morphisms.

The 2-morphisms are the moves that connect words in a sentence as described in Sec-

tion 3.5. The relations among the 2—morphisms are those that are described in Theorem 3.5.5.

In the diagrammatical situation the 2-morphisms are represented as a sequence of tangle
diagrams where a successive pair of diagrams in the sequence differs by at most an FESI.



Furthermore, the moves to sentences are represented as the moves to movies as depicted in

Theorem 3.4.6.

It is reasonable to conjecture a generalization of the Freyd-Yetter Theorem to this 2-

category. A systematic and categorical way of describing these relations will be needed.
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